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HISTORY 82 – MODERN U.S. LABOR HISTORY - FROM RECONSTRUCTION TO THE PRESENT
Syllabus

Section # ________
Instructor: Grace Chee
Class Day/Time:
Office:
Office Hours: After class or by email
Class Location:
Phone:
Email: CheeGE@wlac.edu (in the subject, please write your full name, campus and course number)
(“Jane Doe, WLAC - History 82”)
Required Readings
Various primary source readings – Handouts
Recommended Textbooks
1. Henretta, James, David Brody, and Lynn Dumenil. America: A Concise History, Third Edition,
Volume 2: Since 1865. Boston: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2001. ISBN: 0312438052, 9780312438050
2. American Social History Project, Christopher Clark, MD, Nancy Hewitt, Professor Roy
Rosenzweig, Nelson Lichtenstein, Joshua Brown, and David Jaffee. Who Built America? Volume
Two: 1865 to the Present: Working People and the Nation's History. Boston: Bedford/St.
Martin’s, 2008. ISBN: 0312446926, 9780312446925.
Course Description
A multicultural, post-Civil War history of the United States from the perspective of its working people.
Course Objectives
1. Define history and explore the tools of the historian, including the use of primary sources as
evidence
2. Explore the role of labor, its successes and limitations as well as its relationships to the
progressive, civil rights, feminist, gay/lesbian and environmental movements in the U.S.
3. Explore competing political, economic, cultural, religious, social, environmental and racial
interests that shaped various historical developments from the perspective of working people
4. Examine the role of media in creating and shaping an American identity and culture, as well as
the counter culture that developed
5. Explore the changing power dynamics among labor, business and government with the
American public
6. Examine twentieth century wars - World Wars I & II, as well as the Cold War conflicts of Korea,
Cuba, Vietnam and its effects on U.S. politics, economy and place in the global world
7. Outline major historical developments and map them geographically
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Methods of Presentation
Lectures, group discussions and an occasional DVD or video
Method of Evaluation
Your final grade will be based entirely on the number of points that you earn. There are no midterms or
finals in this course. You will be presenting a final oral report/paper on a film in lieu of the final. More on
this to come later in the semester.
The final grade will be based upon the following breakdown:
60% Quizzes (3 total, 20% each)
10% Map exercise
2% Self-bio
10% Primary Source Identification Paper
4% Class discussion and participation
4% Museum/Consulate Visit (and presentation)
10% Final film presentation
100%
2% Extra Credit Paper
1% Extra Credit – Grade Breakdown
100 – 90% = A
89.9 – 80 = B
79.9 – 70 = C
69.9 - 60% = D
59.9% and below = F
**If you choose to drop the class, YOU are responsible for dropping it. (Please check deadlines for drop
dates.)

Quizzes
There will be a total of three quizzes given. You must take ALL three quizzes. Please do not make
doctor’s appointments on scheduled quiz days. Avoid illness, car accidents, problematic relationships,
etc. No makeups will be offered!
Quizzes will consist of multiple choice questions as well as short essays. Since you might be provided
with potential essay questions, you may want to prepare these essays in advance. You will have map
questions on each exam. You will need three (3) green scantrons (with essay booklet). You may
want to purchase them at the beginning of the semester.
Assignments
Primary Source Identification Paper (PSID paper)
There will be one PSID paper due. More information is in your reading list.
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Map exercise
Pre-med and biology students are required to study anatomy and have anatomy coloring books. As a
social science student, you will be responsible for mapping, coloring and labeling a series of cities,
lakes, rivers, states and regions. In addition, there will be a series of map questions on each quiz.
Student Bios – Self-Introduction
Please submit this bio so I can know a bit more about you.
Extra Credit
You are welcome to submit a three( 3)-page paper (single-spaced) or five (5)-pages (double-spaced) on
one of the following books: (Due on the date of the final quiz)
• Yung, Judy. Unbound Voices: A Documentary History of Chinese Women in San Francisco.
Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999. ISBN 0520218604, 9780520218604.
Extra Credit – Grade Breakdown
Tracking your own progress in a class is part of the university preparation experience. I am distributing a
form to help you chart your own grade progress. In addition, you will receive an additional 1% extra
credit for completing this form and submitting it at the end of the semester.
Extra Credit: Museum/Consulate Visit
Please listen for announcements on the date/location for this event for the class museum or consulate
visit.
Class participation
You are asked to read in preparation for class discussions. You are asked to make thoughtful and
critical input to class discussions and participate in group exercises. Please be sure to treat each other
with respect. One of the most exciting aspects of higher education is the wide range of backgrounds
and people from diverse perspectives, cultural, political and experiential. (Attendance will be a factor in
determining class participation. You are allowed two (2) 1-hour 15-minute class period absences before
your grade is lowered.)
Class conduct
Turn off all pagers and cellular phones before class begins. Please do not use a tape recorder in class
or bring a guest to class without prior approval. Plan on staying until the end of class.
Final Film Essay and Class Presentation
Each of you will be responsible for presenting on a historical movie that reflects one of the main themes
of the course. More details will be provided in class later. You will be expected to give a brief
presentation evaluating the historical significance of your topic. There will be a "Modern U.S. Movie
Presentation" on the final scheduled date.
Additional guidelines on submitting writing assignments
Written assignments (including extra credit assignments) will be graded not only on content but also on
skillful and well-supported argumentation and on professional presentation. Submitted material should
not just be a summary of a reading but should show evidence of critical thinking.
Submitted material must be appropriately stapled, with names and page numbers on each page,
otherwise they will be marked down a third of a grade. Submitted material presented with grammatical
errors will also be marked down a third of a grade. (Computer word programs have convenient spell
checks and grammar checks!) Students having difficulty with written communication skills are
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encouraged to seek assistance, such as the campus tutorial service or with another student, prior to
submission.
Assignments will be due at the beginning of the class sessions on the due dates as notified in class.
They should be submitted in hardcopy form. Late work will not be accepted.
Sample Page Headings for Assignments Submitted
(Page 1 Sample Heading)
Jane Doe
History 82 - Professor Chee
February x, 2008
Title

(Page 2 Sample Heading)
Doe, Page 2 of 2, History 86

Plagiarism:
Plagiarism is not acceptable. For the purposes of this class, plagiarism is when one or more sentences
or major ideas are borrowed from a web source, textbook or other readings without quotations and
without citations. If you are found plagiarizing, you will receive an F for the class or assignment and may
also be reported to the appropriate academic deans.
Guidelines for Academic Success and Participation
Studies show that those students who regularly attend classes and actively participate do better than
those who attend irregularly and who participate less. I have three words for you, preparation,
preparation, preparation! (See my Calvin & Hobbes cartoon!)
Classes will be mixed-format including lectures, DVDs, discussions and class exercises, with lots of
opportunity to participate. Studies also show that students who prepare in advance tend to participate
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more and in turn are far more successful. Ultimately, you will get out this class what you put into it.
Here are some study hints/preparations for class that may help you.
Lectures
These consist of the majority of classroom instruction. Good note taking is key and will really help
you build an intellectual roadmap! There is significant material presented in lecture that is not
covered in your textbook and/or readings. You are expected to understand and articulate concepts,
ideas or terms on the whiteboard. Feel free to ask questions if you need clarification. If you have to
miss class please borrow notes.
Please list names of three people and their emails/phone numbers here:
1.
2.
3.
Class discussions
These consist of about a third of classroom instruction. It is important that you prepare for class
discussions. Group discussions center around primary source readings. You will be accountable
for understanding texts, their sources and their significance in a historical context. Please ensure
that you understand who, what, where, when, and why/how – why and how it is significant that we
are covering a particular reading, whether they be themes, concepts, individuals, events, or regions.
Please refer to the thought questions given during class to help you for your discussion preparation
as well as study guides and reading list themes.
Readings
Active and timely readings are crucial to your success! (Two to three hours per class period are a
good indicator of how much time you should spend reading/reviewing/summarizing.) Please see the
provisional schedule of readings for the semester as well as class lectures on readings for further
guidance. You may want to prioritize the primary source readings and use the text for background
material. As you read, you may want to take short summary paragraphs to help you. You may also
want to read difficult concepts multiple times, or review notes. (If you cannot afford the book, you
may want to share with a classmate, or I may have a copy at the library reserve.)
Writing (PSID Paper and regular writing practice)
While you have only one PSID paper to submit, you may want to make a practice of writing summary
paragraphs. Writing summaries will help you understand historical themes, help you retain your new
historical knowledge, and also helps you become a better history student or storyteller. In addition,
since you will be provided with potential essay questions, you may want to prepare these essays in
advance.
Maps
These are an important tool to test your geographical knowledge of the areas and themes we cover.
In addition to the map assignment, you are expected to locate and identify key cities, countries,
bodies of water, and migration/trading patterns as covered in lecture/readings from your textbook or
handouts.
Web sources
The publisher provides a good web resource with summaries and practice tests. Please note that
many colleges have banned Wikipedia. There are much better alternatives for sophisticated college
students, as it is not entirely reliable.
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History 82: US Labor History Provisional Class/Reading Schedule & Assignment Descriptions
(This reading list/class schedule also serves as a list of terms to know for your quiz. It will be updated
throughout the semester, so please listen for announcements. Please come prepared for class
discussions.)
Required Readings
Various primary source readings – Handouts
Recommended Textbooks:
1. Henretta, James, David Brody, and Lynn Dumenil. America: A Concise History, Third Edition,
Volume 2: Since 1865. Boston: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2001. ISBN: 0312438052, 9780312438050
2. American Social History Project, Christopher Clark, MD, Nancy Hewitt, Professor Roy
Rosenzweig, Nelson Lichtenstein, Joshua Brown, and David Jaffee. Who Built America? Volume
Two: 1865 to the Present: Working People and the Nation's History. Boston: Bedford/St.
Martin’s, 2008. ISBN: 0312446926, 9780312446925.
Quiz Dates
(Bring green scantrons – 886-E, “Mini Essay book” which allows for both multiple choice and short essay)
Feb 11: Maps & Bios due
Mar 17: Quiz 1 (and PSID papers due) (no late papers accepted.)
Apr 23: Quiz 2
Ma 21: Quiz 3 (extra credit due)
May 28: U.S. Historical Film Presentations - Final Film Presentation papers & presentations
Dates and deadlines with admissions (Pay attention to these deadlines as it is your responsibility.)
Deadline to add courses without fee February 14, 2008 or file for Audit
College closed: Presidents Holiday, February 18, 2008
Deadline to drop or withdraw and receive full refund for fees and tuition February 19, 2008
Deadline to withdraw or drop classes without 'W' grade February 29, 2008 and file C/NC

College closed: Spring Break & Cesar Chavez Holiday, March 24-March 31, 2008
Deadline to drop with a “W” May 9, 2008
Last day of instruction May 25, 2008
College closed: Memorial Day Holiday, May 26, 2008
Final Examinations May 27-June 2, 2008
Commencement, June 4, 2008
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READING SCHEDULE
(This reading list/class schedule also serves as a list of terms to know for your quiz. It will be updated
throughout the semester, so please listen for announcements. Please come prepared for class
discussions)
Introductions
What is history? What is labor history?
Dates, Primary Sources
Review - Reconstruction

Section 1 - Monopoly and Upheaval, 1877-1914
Bury My Heart At Wounded Knee. Dir. Yves Simoneau. Perf. Aiden Quinn, Adam Beach, August
Schellenberg. 2007. Home Box Office. (selected clips).
1. Anderson, Jourdan. "The Meaning of Freedom for an ex-Slave." Traditions and Encounters : A Brief
Global History, Volume II: from 1500 to the Present. By Jerry H. Bentley, Herbert F. Ziegler and
Heather E. Streets. New York: McGraw-Hill Humanities, Social Sciences & World Languages, 2006.
532. ISBN: 0073207039, 9780073207032.
2. Carnegie, Andrew. The Gospel of Wealth and Other Timely Essays. Grand Rapids: Kessinger, LLC,
2007. Original published in 1889. Content available for free online at:
http://books.google.com/books?id=q5ALvRp61wgC (text) and at
http://historymatters.gmu.edu/d/5766 (audio and text)
3. 1894, “A Workingman’s Prayer to the Masses.” Content available for free online at:
http://historymatters.gmu.edu/d/5007/
4. 1882, “All Must Work Under My Direction”: A Sharecropper’s Contract (Grimes Family Papers,
Grimes plantation, Pitt County, North Carolina). Content available for free at:
http://chnm.gmu.edu/courses/122/recon/contract.htm (text)
5. 1885, “To This We Dissented”: The Rock Springs Riot.” Content available for free
at: http://historymatters.gmu.edu/d/5043 (text)
6. “Xin Jin: A Prostitute’s Contract,1886” Berkin, Carol, and Mary B. Norton. Women of America : A
History. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1979, 243-44. Content available for free online at:
http://www.digitalhistory.uh.edu/asian_voices/voices_display.cfm?id=9
7. Kipling, Rudyard, “The White Man's Burden,” 1899. Content available for free online at:
http://historymatters.gmu.edu/d/5478/
8. Slim, T-Bone, “The Lumberjack’s Prayer.” Content available for free online at:
http://historymatters.gmu.edu/d/5650/
9. “Mary Masquerades as Murray: A Woman in Tammany Hall,” The New York Times. 19 Jan 1901.
Content available for free online at: http://historymatters.gmu.edu/d/5031/
Section 2 - War, Depression, and Industrial Unionism, 1914-1946
“Iron Road” 1930 song.
Modern Times. Dir. Charlies Chaplin. Perf. Charles Chaplin. 1936. Viewable at:
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=893627879073510155 [Charlie Chaplin as a factory worker]
selected excerpts, time permitting.
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1. Debs, Eugene. "Let the Capitalists Do Their Own Fighting." The National Rip-Saw Aug. 1914.
2. Alfred Bryan and Al Piantadosi. “I Didn’t Raise My Boy to Be a Soldier”: Singing Against the War.
Rec. 1915. 1915. Content available for free at: http://historymatters.gmu.edu/d/4942 (text and
audio).
3. Dell, Floyd. “Love and Companionship Came First.” The Outline of Marriage. American Birth Control
League, 1926. Contributor Margaret Sanger. Content available for free at:
http://historymatters.gmu.edu/d/5081/
4. Hitler, Adolf. “Nation and Race.” Mein Kampf. Vol. 1, Ch. 11. 1925. Content available for free at:
http://www.hitler.org/writings/Mein_Kampf/mkv1ch11.html
5. Roosevelt, Franklin D. "“Only Thing We Have to Fear Is Fear Itself”: FDR’s First Inaugural Address."
4 Mar. 1933. Content available for free at: http://historymatters.gmu.edu/d/5057/ (text and audio).
6. Manchester, William. "The Bloodiest Battle of All." New York Times 14 June 1987.. Content
available for free at:
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9B0DE1DE153DF937A25755C0A96194826.
http://www.stripes.com/02/nov02/mauldin/ (review cartoons to see why they were so popular with
troops)
7. “I’m as Loyal as Anyone In This Country,” excerpt from Michi Weglyn, Years of Infamy: the Untold
Story of America’s Concentration Camps, New York: Morrow, 1976.
8. Hata, Donald T., and Nadine I. Hata. Japanese Americans and World War II: Exclusion, Internment,
and Redress. Danbury: Harlan Davidson Incorporated, 2006.
9. "Why Do You Have to End the War Twice?" Physicist Bernard Feld, 1980. Content available for free
at: http://historymatters.gmu.edu/d/141/
10. Michiko, Yamaoka, “A Hiroshima Maiden’s Tale,” 1992. Traditions and Encounters : A Brief Global
History, Volume II: from 1500 to the Present. By Jerry H. Bentley, Herbert F. Ziegler and Heather E.
Streets. New York: McGraw-Hill Humanities, Social Sciences & World Languages, 2006. 627. ISBN:
0073207039, 9780073207032.
Museum visit – please listen for announcements
Quiz 2

Section 3 – Cold War America – and After, 1946-1980s
The Quiz Show. Dir. Robert Redford. Perf. Herbie Stempel, Rob Morrow and Ralph Feinnes. Film. 1994.
(time permitting)
Lumumba. Dir. Raoul Peck. Perf. Eriq Ebouaney. Film. 2000. (time permitting)
Pleasantville. Dir. Gary Ross. Perf. Tobey Maguire, Reese Witherspoon, William H. Macey and Joan
Allen. Film. 1998. (time permitting)
1. Churchill, Winston. "Sinews of Peace, (the Iron Curtain Speech)." Westminster College, Fulton,
Missouri. 05 Mar. 1946. Content available for free at: http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/mod/churchilliron.html
2. “Nikita Khrushchev on the Capitalist Iron Curtain,” 1962. Traditions and Encounters : A Brief Global
History, Volume II: from 1500 to the Present. By Jerry H. Bentley, Herbert F. Ziegler and Heather E.
Streets. New York: McGraw-Hill Humanities, Social Sciences & World Languages, 2006. 644. ISBN:
0073207039, 9780073207032.
3. Ho Chi Minh, "Declaration of Independence of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, " Selected
Writings. Hanoi: Foreign Languages Publishing House, 1977. 53, 56. Content available for free at:
http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/mod/1945vietnam.html
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4. X., Malcolm. "To Mississippi Youth." Malcolm X Speaks : Selected Speeches and Statements. By
George Breitman. New York: Grove P, 1994. 137-46. Content available for free at:
http://www.brothermalcolm.net/mxwords/whathesaid11.html (audio) and at:
http://www.britannica.com/blackhistory/article-9399834 (text).
5. Bob Dylan, The Death of Emmett Till. 1963. Song can be heard at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QjfGcRM35xg. Lyrics available for free at:
http://www.bobdylan.com/#/songs/death-emmett-till
6. Bob Dylan, Blowin,' In The Wind. 1962. Song can be heard and seen performed at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ced8o50G9kg. Lyrics available for free at:
http://www.bobdylan.com/#/songs/blowin-wind
7. W.D. Ehrhart, “A Relative Thing.” 1975. Poem available for free at:
http://www.wdehrhart.com/poem-a_relative_thing.html
8. Hembree, Diana. "Dead End in Silicon Valley." The Progressive 49 (1985): 18-24. (excerpt, from Who
Built America? Volume Two: 1865 to the Present: Working People and the Nation's History, p.714)
Quiz 3

Final Project, and last day
U.S. Historical Film Presentation - Film Essays due & Student Film Presentations
My Philosophy on Learning according to Calvin & Hobbes

Map Exercise
The makers of the Anatomy Coloring Book (for pre-meds and biology students) also created the
Geography Coloring book. While you may think this is an elementary, doing the exercise will help you
gain spatial and geographical understanding of the region that we are studying. You are welcome to use
the same colors more than once; otherwise, you might run out of colors.
1. Color the oceans one color, the keys (the names) for each ocean/seas in separate colors
2. Color each of the keys for the rivers/mountains in separate colors, matching them with each of the
actual rivers in the same color
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3. Follow the same example for the rest of the pages
4. Write your name and course number on each page
5. Staple together before submitting

Primary Source Identification (PSID) Paper
You are to identify each of the primary source readings as listed below. For the document, please
prepare a short paragraph or two on each of the primary source readings. Please make sure you include
the following:
1. Spend 2- 3 sentences, identifying each of the readings by answering questions such as: who or
what, when, where and why/how?
2. Emphasize the how and why of the previous questions. Write additional 1-2 sentences on the
historical significance of the reading. How did this document or the author/person under study bring
significant changes to the people of the society?
3. Define terms from the source or make references to ideas in the source
4. At the end of the paper (and not each paragraph), submit the following line with your signature

I, your name………. declare that the work submitted above is entirely my own and has not
been borrowed or copied from a web source, textbook or anyone else’s papers without
citations. (your signature)
PSID papers will be graded not only on content but also on professional presentation. PSID papers
must be appropriately stapled, with names and page numbers on each page, free of
grammatical/spelling errors. (Computer word programs have convenient spell checks and grammar
checks!) You might want to have a tutor or a classmate proofread prior to submitting to the professor.
They should be submitted in hardcopy form – email work will not be accepted! Late work will also not
be accepted.
Plagiarism
Plagiarism is not acceptable. For the purposes of this class, plagiarism is when one or more sentences
or major ideas are borrowed from a web source, textbook or other readings without quotations and
without citations. If you are found plagiarizing, you may be reported to the appropriate academic deans
and receive an “F” for the course.
*Please write on the first section of Primary Sources as listed above in Section 1. See example below.

Primary Source Identification Paper (Example)
Name
WLAC, History 82
Professor Chee
Date - February x, 2008
Primary Source Identifications
1. Franklin Delano Roosevelt, “Nothing to Fear,” 1933
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US President Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s “First Inaugural Address,” on March 4, 1933, helped to
uplift the moral psyche of the American public during the Great Depression. The Great Depression
starts in the US, with the crash of the U.S. stock market on Black Thursday, 24 October 1929,
which brought an end to some of the economic recovery of the 1920s. The depression brought the
rise of totalitarian and fascist regimes in Europe. In contrast, in the US, the depression helped
rally public support for social welfare programs. Roosevelt allowed trade unions to bargain,
guaranteed minimum wages, and promoted important social programs, including the social security
system. FDR’s New Deal policy of aggressive government spending in public works projects helped
to create more jobs and alleviate unemployment.
Roosevelt was also a warm, encouraging and eloquent speaker, with an unending sense of optimism.
This 1933 famous speech is often quoted, “… the only thing we have to fear is fear itself…” as it
helped uplift the American public psyche. His speech points to the fact that the public felt a great
deal of fear about their economic future during the depression.

Page 2 - Example
Name, page 2 of 2
2. “Early Islamic Views on Trade and Commerce,” 8th Century, McKay, p.374-5
A set of sayings attributed to the prophet Mohammed, from the eighth century pointing to the fact
that Muslims had a well-developed mercantile philosophy. Muslim view of merchants was positive,
because the Koran teaches them “they are the couriers of the horizons and God’s trusted servants
on earth.” (McKay, p.374) The prophet commends the merchant. He taught that it was an
honorable profession, as long as one behaved honorably, i.e. to not lie, betray, nor be greedy. As a
result, Muslims had better developed and sophisticated trade networks, and their towns were much
better developed and more sophisticated than European societies.
In stark contrast, European societies did not have such a well-developed philosophy during this time
period until the Middle Ages. In fact, the clergy and nobility looked down or ignored the merchant
class. European historians categorized people into three categories during the Middle Ages: those
who work, those who fight, and those who pray. “Those who work” only included peasants or those
who farmed, and not merchants. In Europe, towns only started developing during the Middle Ages,
and with it the growth of a merchant class.

I, Jane Doe declare that the work submitted above is entirely my own and has not been borrowed or
copied from a web source, textbook or anyone else’s papers without citations.
Your signature (Jane Doe)

FINAL PROJECT - Film Assignment – Essay and Presentation
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You will find a historical film (please try not to pick a Hollywood blockbuster) and discuss your analysis
of the movie in its historical context. Be sure to include the who, what, when, where and how/why
historically significant to the historical themes included in the movie, as well as the who, what, when,
where of the movie release information. (I.e. you are treating the movie almost like a primary source and
discussing its impact/influence. Please refer to class discussion on this.)
The essay should be no longer than four (4) pages, double-spaced, with twelve (12)-point font, and one
(1)-inch margins. They should also be appropriately stapled, with names and page numbers on each
page. The essay should look professional with appropriate spelling, punctuation and grammar. (Having
more than three of these typographical errors or not following the above guidelines, will result in your
grade being marked down a third of a grade) (Computer word programs have convenient spell checks
and grammar checks!)
As a reminder, papers should have an introductory paragraph, a body and a conclusion. It also needs a
thesis at the end of the introductory paragraph. Furthermore, there should be two (2) to three (3) main
strong or persuasive points. Students having difficulty with written communication skills are encouraged
to seek assistance, such as the campus tutorial service or with another student, prior to submission.
Presentations should also have the points described above. You might also add why you chose your
film and whether you liked it or not. In terms of your presentation, please think of the introduction, three
(3) points and conclusion to be presented in approximately three (3) minutes or less.
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History 82: US Labor History Study Guide 1 - Monopoly and Upheaval, 1877-1914
Identifications terms for in-class quizzes will be drawn from many of the terms as listed. It may help if
you were prepared to define and explain the significance of each term/person/movement. Understand
that this is not an exhaustive list, so please also draw terms from your reading list as well as those terns
provided in class.

Maps section (and countries as listed below in the other sections)

All oceans, seas
Principal lakes
Dominican Republic or Santa
Domingo
Puerto Rico

Major rivers in the U.S.
Columbia
Haiti or St. Domingue

Principal mountain ranges
Cuba
Panama Canal

China

Philippines

History
Secondary sources

Labor history
Scientifically verifiable evidence

Primary sources
Archaeology, art, linguistics, oral
traditions

Roles of the Historian

Society & civilization

What is History?

Prologue: From the Civil War to the Great Uprising of Labor
African Americans & freedom
Fourteenth amendment
Johnson impeachment

Presidential Reconstruction
Radical Reconstruction
Political retreat or “redemption”

Ulysses S. Grant (1869-1877)
The Centennial

The Compromise of 1877
Elizabeth Cady Stanton & Susan
B. Anthony

Black Codes
Reconstruction Act-March 1867
Ku Klux Klan, Paramilitary of the
Democratic Party
The end of Reconstruction
Woman’s Declaration of
Independence

The Great Uprising of 1877

Lecture 1 - Progress & Poverty: Industrial Capitalism in the Gilded Age, 1877-1893
Gilded Age
Standard time
Urbanization
Women
Rockefeller & Carnegie
Businessmen & politics
Wounded Knee

Industrialization of America
Boom & bust economy
Skilled workers
Children
Vertical & horizontal integration
Sherman Antitrust Act
Carlisle school

Indentured laborers

Immigration & changing workers
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Railroad expansion
Horrifying poverty
Unskilled workers
Typewriter
Philanthropy
Wovoka & Ghost Dance
Native Americans & policy of
assimilation
Chinese-American women

Chinese Exclusion Act 1882

The Rock Springs Riot, 1885

Lecture 2 - Community and Conflict: Working People Respond to Industrial Capitalism 1877–1893
Working class identities &
communities
Women & work
Anthony Comstock
Temperance movement

Ethnic towns

Ethnic newspapers

Churches – ethnic, black, white
Anti-obscenity statute
Woman’s Christian Temperance
Union (WCTU)

1886, 8-hour movement
Tammany Hall

Haymarket Square- Chicago
Murray Hall/Mary Anderson

Salvation Army & the YMCA
Saloons, beer halls
Knights of Labor, African
Americans, Irish, women,
Chinese
Albert Parsons
American Federation of Labor
(AFL)

Samuel Gompers

Homestead - 1892

Lecture 3 - Progress & Poverty: Industrial Capitalism in the Gilded Age
Depression – 1890s
Pullman & the “model” town
Jim Crow segregation laws
Booker T. Washington
Spanish-Cuban-American War
Rudyard Kipling & the “White
Man’s Burden”
Cuba

Coxey & the unemployed army
march to DC
The Populist Movement
Plessy v. Ferguson
Tuskegee institute
Philippines, Puerto Rico, Guam,
Hawaii
Queen Liliuokalani, Sanford B.
Dole & Hawaii

Pullman strike
De facto & de jure segregation
Ida Wells-Barnett
W.E.B. DuBois
Emilio Aguinaldo
Panama Canal

US policy in Latin America

Lecture 4 – Change and Continuity in Daily Life, 1900-1914

Growth of brand names
Assembly & disassembly lines

Mass production
Time clocks

Fordism
Women in the workplace
Leisure time

Five-Dollar Day
Indoor plumbing
Commercialization of public
recreation

welfare capitalism
Taylorism or scientific
management
Americanization program
Consumer culture
Moving pictures

Public library & Carnegie

Lecture 5 – Radicals and Reformers in the Progressive Era, 1900-1914
Progressivism
Women progressives
Elizabeth Cady Stanton

Spelling reforms
Women suffrage
Susan B. Anthony
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Muckrakers
Feminism
Lucy Stone

Muller v. Oregon
International Ladies’ Garment
Workers Union (ILGWU)
Lawrence Textile Strike
Teddy Roosevelt
William Howard Taft
Federal Reserve System

Abolition of child labor
Socialists, Marxists, Anarchists

Garment industry
“The Lumberjack’s Prayer”

Ludlow Massacre
The Trustbuster
Woodrow Wilson

Niagara Movement
National Parks & Forests
Clayton Antitrust Act

Potential Essay questions
How was the American economy transformed during the Gilded Age?
How were working class communities and their identities developed?
How and why was racism institutionalized in the American South?
What was the role of large industrial capital in American expansionism/imperialism? In Asia? In the
Caribbean?
What was the interplay between the development of American consumerism and mass production at the
beginning of the twentieth century?
What were the successes and limitations of progressivism? And why?
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History 82: US Labor History Study Guide 2 - War, Depression, and Industrial Unionism, 1914-1946
Identifications terms for in-class quizzes will be drawn from many of the terms as listed. It may help if
you were prepared to define and explain the significance of each term/person/movement. Understand
that this is not an exhaustive list, so please also draw terms from your reading list as well as those terns
provided in class.
Maps section (and cities/states/ countries as listed below in the other sections)
All oceans, seas
Principal lakes

Major rivers in the U.S.

Principal mountain ranges

Lecture 6 – Wars for Democracy, 1914-1920
Reasons for WWI
Nationalism
Lusitania

Archduke Franz Ferdinand
System of alliances
American opposition to war

Allies (Britain, France, & Russia,
Italy, Japan & US)
Mexican Revolution
Sense of radical possibility
1917 Bisbee Deportation
“America for Americans”
Red Scare
“The Right to a Union”

Committee on Public Information

Self-determination
German unification
Central Powers (Germany,
Austria-Hungary)
Great Migration

Women workers
Wobblies?
(Phelps-Dodge mining co.)
Lenin/Bolsheviks
1919 Civil Liberties
Treaty of Versailles

Women’s suffrage
1916 strike –Minnesota
100% American
Macaroni box
Sacco & Vanzetti
League of Nations

Woodrow Wilson

Lecture 7 – A New Era, 1920-1929
Head tax
Visa fees
Electricity
Mass production
Radio, music, movies
Talking pictures
Americanization of immigrants
Kate Simon
US occupation of Nicaragua &
American Eugenics Society
Marcus Garvey/UNIA
Fundamentalism – 1909
KKK & violence – 1920s

Haiti
Women workers
Langston Hughes
Aimee Semple McPherson
18th amendment – prohibition

Consumer culture
Debt to consume
Creation of Hollywood
Media, mass culture, mass
values
Big Stick Diplomacy
19th amendment
Harlem Renaissance
Angelus Temple

Black Thursday

Lecture 8 – The Great Depression and the First New Deal, 1929-1935
Bolshevik or Russian revolution
(1917)
“Migration of despair”
Material deprivation

Russian civil war (1918-20)

Herbert Hoover

Declining birthrates
Racism – Chinese, African

Psychological strains
Dust Bowl
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Failure of Local relief
1931 Scottsboro case
TVA – Tennessee Valley
Authority (33-52)
Protestant missionaries

Americans, Mexicans
Radical protest
New Deal – Emergency Banking
Act
New Deal for Indians
Industrial Recovery

Blue eagle
Working class upsurge of 1933 &
34
July 5 “Bloody Thursday”

Codes
SF walkout

New Deal Critics

Huey Long, Louisiana

Maritime Unionism

Unemployed Councils
FDIC, FERA, AAA, CCC
Indian Reorganization Act of
1934
National Recovery Administration
(NRA) & NIRA
Organized labor revival
Minneapolis Strikes
International Brotherhood of the
Teamsters
1935 Schecter v. U.S.

Lecture 9 – Labor Democratizes America, 1935-1939
Second New Deal

FDR & Working class

Works Progress Administration WPA
Unemployment insurance
Changing images of “welfare”

1935 Social Security Act

Congress for Industrial Org –
CIO
The “Sit-Down Strike”

African American shift to the
Democratic Party
Women’s emergency Brigade
Cultural movement
Diego Rivera
John Steinbeck
Conservative backlash

Arts projects
David Alfaro Siquieros
Disney cartoonists
Roosevelt recession

Payroll deductions
African Americans

Emergency Relief Appropriations
Act
Old-age insurance
New Deal and women
The Wagoner Act – the National
Labor Relations Act
FDR electoral popularity
Radio
Clemente Orozco
Federal Theatre Project - FTP
“Memorial Day Massacre”

Worker consciousness

Lecture 10 – A Nation Transformed: the U.S. in World War II
Rape of Nanjing

“The enemy race”

Japanese invasion of China,
Sudetenland, Czechoslovakia,
Poland
Japan as enemy
Military-industrial complex
Women in the workforce
Fair Employment practices
Committee (FEPC)
Internment/relocation camps

Stalingrad, Normandy
Hiroshima, Nagasaki

The Manhattan Project
Philippines

Allied/Axis Powers
Homosexuality & the services
Labor’s no-strike pledge
“Double V” symbol

Strikes of 1945, 1946
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Appeasement

Germany as enemy
The war boom
Civil rights
Zoot-suit riot, Los Angeles
The Final Solution/holocaust
citizenship rights for Chinese,
Indians
Atomic bombs
Office of Price Administration

Potential Essay questions
How does the mass media, i.e. radio, TV and movies, change American culture of the 20s?
How does WWI affect the labor movement and change American public or government attitudes toward
civil liberties?
What were the New Deal’s successes and its failures? How did the structures of government, or lack
thereof, prove inadequate for dealing with economic crises, and how does Roosevelt work around these
structures?
How does American society become more pluralistic and accepting of the growth of labor, as the U.S.
get drawn into WWII? What are some contradictions associated with these changes?
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History 82 – US Labor History – Study Guide 3 – Cold War America – and After, 1946-1980s
Identifications terms for in-class quizzes will be drawn from many of the terms as listed. It may help if
you were prepared to define and explain the significance of each term/person/movement. Understand
that this is not an exhaustive list, so please also draw terms from your reading list as well as those terns
provided in class.
Maps section (and cities/states of some of the events as listed below in the other sections)
All oceans, seas
Principal lakes

Major rivers in the U.S.

Principal mountain ranges

Lecture 11 – The Cold War Boom, 1946-1960
Cold War origins
Truman Doctrine - 1947
Berlin
“Loss” of China
Taft-Harley Act
Labor based civil rights
Anti-communism
Anti-Semitism
US as an affluent society?
COLA
Large military spending
The Service economy
“Feminine mystique”
Race/ethnicity at work
New minimum wage
Trade union corruption
Quiz shows
The World of Father Knows Best

Soviet containment
Pax Americana
NATO
Cuba, Korea, Vietnam
Failure of interracial solidarity
1948 election
House Committee on UnAmerican Activities (HUAC)
Eisenhower’s “Modern
Republicanism”
Postwar economic boom
Last of the red cars – rail

Churchill & “iron curtain”
Marshall Plan
Cold War
38th Parallel
Operation Dixie
Progressive Party
Anti-communist hysteria Joseph
McCarthy
Dulles & nuclear brinkmanship

Female labor ghetto
Playboy & Peyton Place
Gays/lesbians
Wildcat work stoppages
Employer-paid health
Suburban America
Rhythm-and-blues

New sexual orthodoxy
Women’s lack of leisure time
Great migrations
Dolls and discrimination
The ethos of a classless society?
1956 Interstate Highway Act
Rock-and-roll

Strong unions
The automobile

Elvis Presley

Lecture 12 – The Rights-Conscious Sixties, 1960-1973
Civil rights movement
“Rights consciousness”
Jewish-Black alliance
14-year old Emmett Till
Economic impact of civil rights
Martin Luther King
Woolworth sit-in
Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC)
Economic justice
A. Philip Randolph
Dr. Martin Luther King
Birmingham demonstrations
64 - “unconditional war on

JFK & “Camelot”
Liberal-labor coalition
“Great Society”
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Brown v. Board of Ed, 1954
Rosa Parks
Carla Hayes
Congress of Racial Equality
(CORE) & Freedom rides
1963 March on Washing for Jobs
& Freedom
Assassination of JFK
Lyndon Johnson
64 Civil Rights Act

poverty”
Voting Rights Act of 1965
Students for a Democratic
Society – SDS
Bob Dylan
Medicare/Medicaid
Black power
Black Panther Party
United Farm Workers
US invasion of Cuba-Bay of Pigs
Nixon & the “silent majority”
Occupational Safety & Health
Act (OSHA)
Women’s movement
National Welfare Rights Org –
NWRO
Gay/lesbian rights movement
American Psychiatric Association
– 1973 shift
Class antagonisms
Watergate & Presidential pardon

Political transformation of the
South
Free Speech Movement – FSM

1962 Port Huron Statement

Assassinations of King & Robert
Kennedy
Office of Economic Opportunity
Malcolm X
Title VII – 1964 Civil Rights Act
Vietnam
US bombing of North Vietnam
1970 – EPA
Wounded Knee – 73

George Wallace

Counter culture

Friedan’s Feminine Mystique
Consciousness raising groups

Racial violence
Stokely Carmichael
Dolores Huerta/Cesar Chavez
Nixon “peace with honor”
Gulf of Tonkin Resolution
Rachel Carson – Silent Spring
American Indian Movements
(AIM)
NOW
1973 – Roe v. Wade

Alfredo Vinales
Alliance for Labor Action (ALA)

1969 Stonewall Rebellion
US invasion of Cambodia

New Left radicalism

“imperial presidency”

Lecture 13 – Economic Adversity Transforms the Nation, 1973-1989
End of the Postwar Boom
Americans with Disabilities Act –
ADA - 1990
General Motors
Whip Inflation Now (WIN)
Iranian hostage crisis
Gender politics
Civil Rights Act - 1972
“Reagan Democrats”
Rise in the federal deficit
Homelessness

Culture wars
Swaggart & Bakkar

Keynesian economics
Family & Medical Leave Act –
FMLA- 1993
Wal-Mart
Jimmy Carter
Revolt against taxes & busing
Equal Rights Amendment (ERA)
AIDS
Economic disparity
Photo Ops
Professional Air Traffic
Controllers Organization
(PATCO) & union busting
Bloom’s The Closing of the
American Mind
Rap/political hip-hop

OPEC
Rise in executive salaries
Stagflation politics
The rise of the New Right
Proposition 13 – California
Mothers on the March
The Reagan Revolution
Reaganomics
Poverty
Iran-Contra scandal

Evangelical Protestantism

Potential Essay questions
How did strong unions and a system of state regulations help create the stability and security necessary
to enable postwar capitalism to flourish? How did this postwar economic boom persuade Americans of
the growth of the middle-classes?
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Discuss some of the major events of the 60s that helped shape the “rights conscious” 60s?
Discuss the origins of the Cold War giving at least one example of a cold war conflict/its outcomes with
one primary source or more as evidence
How did the Reagan revolution realign American politics and the economy, creating an astonishing
divide between the wealthy and poor, eroding labor’s strength, legitimizing business power and prestige,
checking the civil rights, women’s and gay rights movements?
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